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future possibilities. The editors seek the widest possible definition of disciplinary history and 
place no thematic constraints on research. They solicit work on all subdisciplines, and work 
that transcends subdisciplinary boundaries, from any national traditions. We welcome 
research that contextualizes the developments in anthropology within broader frameworks 
of interdisciplinary histories. HOAA invites articles, commentary, and book reviews or 
review essays. The first volume has just gone to press and will appear in the fall of 2005. 
Manuscripts should be sent to either of the editors: 
Regna Darnell Frederic W. Gleach 
Dept. of Anthropology 106 East Lincoln St. 
London ON Canada N6A SC2 Ithaca NY 14850 
rdarnell@uwo.ca fwg2@twcny.rr.com 
UPCOMING PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS 
The Fifth British-North American Joint Meeting of the British Society for the 
History of Science, Canadian Society for the History and Philosophy of Science, and History 
of Science Society will be held in Halifax, Nova Scotia, August 5-7. Sessions of interest to 
historians of anthropology include: "Networking Human Origins: Case Studies in the 
History of Anthropology and Archaeology", "Exhibiting Human Beings in the Nineteenth 
Century", and "Colonialism and the Human Sciences." For the complete program, visit: 
http:/ /www.hssonline.org/3Societies/index.html. 
Alexander von Humboldt: From the Americas to the Cosmos" will be held at the 
Graduate Center of the City University of New York on 14-16 October. For more 
information, see http:/ /web.gc.cuny.edu/ dept/bildn/humboldtconference/home.htm. 
The 2004 Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological Association will be held 
November 17-21 in San Francisco at the Hilton Towers. The theme will be "Magic, Science 
and Religion." 
The History of Science Society will meet18-21 November 18-21 in Austin, Texas, at 
the Hyatt Regency. 
The Seventh Annual Philosophy of Social Science Roundtable will be held in New 
York at Barnard College, Columbia University on March 11-13, 2005. The Roundtable 
brings together philosophers and social scientists to discuss philosophical issues raised in and 
by social research. The conference organizers welcome one page abstracts on any topic in 
the philosophy of the social sciences. The deadline for submission is December 15, 2004. 
Selected papers from the roundtable will be published in an annual special issue of 
Philosophy of the Social Sciences. For more information, go to: 
http:/ /bc.barnard.columbia.edu/ 
The 26th American Indian Workshop will meet Apri111-13 2005 in Munich. The 
meeting's theme is "New Buffalos-New Ways? Traditions and Transitions in Native 
American Culture." The deadline for paper submissions is October 31,2004. For more 
information, visit: http:/ /www.amerikahaus.de/program/ events/ AIW26/ AIW26.html. 
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